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MAPS AND HISTORY. CONSTRUCTING 
IMAGES OF THE PAST 
By Jeremy Black 
New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1997. 267 pp, 51 illustrations (23 in colour). 
ISBN 0 300 06976 6 £25.00 hardback 

This ought to be an important book for historians, his
torical geographers and all designers of atlases, for nowhere 
does the significance of ideology in cartography become 
more apparent than in historical atlases. The subject is far 
wider than might at first appear, and the range and diversity 
of atlases Jeremy Black has read, in many languages, is for
midable. Specialists in map history have had a march stolen 
on them by a prolific historian indulging an obvious enthu
siasm for maps. Even in his less exciting moments one 
senses that the author has a good command of his sources 
and misses few tricks. 

Broadly speaking Maps and History falls into four 
parts: a chapter on developments to 1800; four on the nine
teenth century concentrating on war, nationalism, 
imperialism and environmentalism; four on the period after 
1945, the first of which concerns production and commer
cial considerations; and a chapter on the digital age. 
Although most chapters adopt a theme, usually reflecting 
some dominant force behind the atlases of a particular pe
riod, Black takes an essentially chronological approach. 
Given the heterogeneity of the atlases under scrutiny this 
was probably inevitable but the book too frequently reads 
like an annotated catalogue: and whilst the annotations are 
often sharp and interesting the text can be jerky and frag
mented. 

Black makes a good case for the geographical. ap
proach to history and it would be ungracious for an 
historical geographer to carp at an historian extolling the 
virtues of geography for historians even though the same 
message from geographers has been so often ignored. Per
haps it takes a writer of pedagogic history books to 
appreciate what geographers take for granted- the role of 
maps in history and in the understanding of history. 

Much of this is to the good, so it is a disappointment 
that the book does not give as much as it seems to promise. It 
is not a synthesis of research into historical atlases or cri
tiques of atlases (there are no references to reviews): rather, 
it is Black's own view of the atlases themselves. That, in 
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some ways, is refreshing; but it is a beginning rather than an 
end. In short, this large topic deserved more time and re
search. 

The evolution of atlases is presented as a series of 
stages which are unquestioned (are there no alternatives?) 
and largely undemonstrated, as though historical atlases 
across the globe were marching in step. And usually, like 
Christian soldiers, as to war. Chapters have grand titles 
("War, environment and ideology, 1914-45" or "Environ
mentalism and nationalism") but the author is simply 
applying these to a more or less chronological story of pub
lication. He may well have identified the prevailing ethos in 
each period, but the text is broken into short sections under 
sub-headings which cut across those grand themes; some 
discuss particular atlases or authors, others describe the at
lases of a particular country; others are thematic - "The 
coming of war", "Choices", "Mapping the bible", or "Liber
alism and selection". The themes are too large to be offered 
to readers as vignettes, even if in many cases Black's judge
ments are penetrating - as, for example, in the chapter on 
mapping race and ethnicity, "Remembered histories". It is 
not clear to this reader what story has been told, but this will 
be a wonderful reference book, or rather would be if the bib
liographical apparatus were not so inadequate. There is no 
consolidated bibliography of the atlases cited and no the
matic index: I counted only 30 entries in the index that were 
not places, personal names, or the names of wars. 

Black reads the introductions and texts of atlases with a 
critical historical intelligence but he is less secure on mat
ters of design, technique and production. Surely the test of 
an historical atlas is not what it teaches those who already 
know the history but what it does for those who know it im
perfectly or not at all? And. as cartographers know, map 
rooms are full of historical atlases of the trendy graphics va
riety whose maps obfuscate, confuse and mislead. (And 
date so quickly.) Black's assessment of their aims and as
sumptions (in large measure following concepts that have 
come tO be associated with J. B. Harley) is laudable and for 
the most part successful (though like Harley he occasion
ally teeters on the brink of conspiracy theories): but his 
assessment of their achievements goes no further than his 
own readings of the atlases. To be fair, he has researched the 
production of some modem atlases rather well and his foray 
into digital cartography (which needs a separate assessment 
of its own; it muddles GIS and production mapping) will be 
an eye-opener for non-specialist readers. 

Despite his title, the author makes no mention of histor
ical maps in textbooks. This comment may seem like the 
common arrogance of the reviewer asking the author to 
write a different book. But if the purpose is to assess the way 
maps convey, or have conveyed. historical knowledge, then 
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the distinction between atlases, maps in textbooks, and sin-· 
gle sheet maps, is questionable. Take H. A. L. Fisher's A 
History of Europe (1936) with 34 maps and Norman 
Davies' equally magisterial Europe. A history (1996) with 
29 (in both cases all listed - Yale University Press please 
note). The differences between the two are entirely ger
mane to Black's theme. But even sticking with atlases there 
are some swprising omissions: Westermanns Grosser Atlas 
zur Weltgeschichte a major standard; the National Geo
graphic Society's Historical Atlas of the United States, a 
most significant work; the Pbaidon series of cultural atlases 
of world regions; the Atlas of Pennsylvania which has a lot 
of historical mapping (and can readers tell whether it was 
scribed or digitally drawn?); and historical atlases of Eng
lish counties Oocal history does not appear in the index). 

Black's concluding remarks are revealing. He has 
made a commendable attempt to place his study in the con
text of geographical epistemologies and one can hardly 
blame him for believing the ontological tablets of stone re
vealed by the methodological mandarins of geography. His 
gloss on changing geographical paradigms would not be out 
of place in those tedious textbooks that brainwash students 
into thinking they know about the positivist geography of 
the 1950s and 1960s. But when be states that "These shifts 
in geography, history and cartography [bow did cartogra
phy creep in there?] have hitherto made little impact on 
historical atlases" (240) be does not trouble to ask what that 
impact might be, or indeed whether maps can reflect such 
shifts. Adding lots of maps of hitherto neglected aboriginal 
peoples would seem to be insufficienL 

With Black's final plea that historical atlases require 
detailed study one can only agree and thank him for reveal
ing its exciting potential. Historical geographers, historians 
and historians of maps should follow where be has led. 

PaulLaxton 

CARTO-OUOTE: AN INSPIRATIONAL 
COMPANION FOR THE MAP-MAKER 
AND MAP-USER 
Edited by Gary Brannon and Les Harding 
Kitchener, Ontario: Upney Editions, 1996.1SBN 
0 9681403 1 9 £9.95 UK, US $17.95 

Everyone, it seems, has at some time or another bad 
something to say about maps or mapping. From Miguel de 
Cervantes to George Washington; fromStrabo of Amasia to 
Tbeodore Roosevelt; and from Gerbardus Mercator to Wil
liam Shakespeare, all have found maps to be the subject of 
interest, fascination, speculation or controversy. 

So goes the Preface to this excellent "companion" and 
bow true! Over 130 pages of quotations are included as well 
as a helpful author index and bi~liograpby. I've kept the re
view copy next to my computer for the last few months and 
it acts as a break and instant reviver whenever I pick it up 
and have a browse. You can spend just a few moments or a 
half hour or so depending on mood. Each time on dipping in 
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I found my mind having a geographical wander amongst the 
mapping pearls of wisdom and often humorous anecdotes. 

Just a couple of my favourites (you are bound to find 
plenty more than just a few for that special occasion, or to 
spice up a thesis): 

Charles Dickens - Airey's Railway Map is almost 
unique in its way, devoting itself to its subject with a 
singleness of purpose which is really almost sublime, 
and absolutely ignoring all such features of the coun
try it portrays as hills, roads, streets, churches, public 
buildings and so forth.lt is rather startling at first to find 
the Metropolitan Railway pursuing its course through 
a country as absolutely devoid of feature as was the 
Great Sahara in the good old African maps of the 
pre-Spekian period (from The London Guide, 1879). 

Noel Coward -I've seen it on a map but where is it 
really? (Calvacade, 1931 ). 

Of course many famous one-liners and short quotes are 
included, great when you can't quite remember the exact 
wordsorreferenceto, say, Barrie, TbeBible,Blake,Burke, 
Churchill, Lewis Carroll and others. 

I suspect many of us have made or used educational 
thematic maps devoid of detail- indeed are proud to have 
done so - but are we really aware of the broader implica
tions based on why just such detail (or lack of it) is shown 
and where it's leading the reader? Don't get me wrong, not 
all the quotes should be taken with a dose of philosophy. 
Many are just good fun, especially for carto-freaks like us! 
Buy it and enjoy. 

John Hunt 

HARVEYS SUPERWALKER WATER
PROOF MAPS 
Superwalker 1 :25,000 The Yorkshire Dales 
Three Peaks ISBN 185137 2997£6-95 
Superwalker 1:25,000 Torridon ISBN 185137 
3047£6-95 

These two maps are the latest products from Harvey 
Maps of Doune, Pertbshire. A previous sheet in the series 
(Ben Nevis) was the winner of the BCS Design Award for 
1995, and these two carry on that fine tradition. The two 
sheets have the same basic design. although representing 
vastly differing landscapes. The maps were compiled from 
original pbotogrammetric and field surveys in 1998. The 
contour interval is 15m, which produces quite different re
sults on the two sheets. 

Torrid on 
The Torridon sheet, with its greater heights and less hu

man encroachment looks on first impression to be 
paradoxically both cluttered and yet somehow lacking in 
detail; The highpoint of Spidean a Cboire Leith, at 1055m 
one of7 Munroes on the sheet, is so complicated that an en
largement at 1:12,500 is included on the reverse. There is a 
mass of further information on this side, including: infor
mation on access in Scotland, accommodation in the area, 
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suggestions for mountain ascents, safety notes, estate con
tacts, places of interest, aceess to the area, and a glossary of 
Gaelic Place Names. On the map face there is the character
istic Harveys '. irregular boundary to the mapped data, with 
the marginal information fitted into the resulting 
odd-shaped spaces. This produces some quirky alignments, 
with some text panels disconcertingly suddenly being at a 
90 degree angle to the trend of the map, making reading 
them mildly difficult. At least the legend is on the face of 
the map, which is not so in the case of the Three Peaks map. 
The legend is the familiar orienteering-derived one that 
shows types ofland cover as well as contours, and difficulty 
of terrain as well as actual and relative relief. In particular 
"contours change from brown to grey where the ground is 
predominantly rocky outcrops, small crags and other bare 
rock". This could be a little difficult to interpret, but the 
brown and grey are so well chosen, and the printing so good 
that the effect is one of seamlessness. On closer inspection 
the vagaries of the terrain become clear, and this is further 
enhanced by the inclusion of specific and clear symbols for . 
scree, boulder field, scattered rocks, large boulders and 
crags. 

The usual human features are included in the key, in
cluding tourist information. However, there is so little 
settlement, improved pasture or plantation on the map that 
it appears strangely empty in parts. Indeed there is probably 
only about 30 km of made-up road on the sheet, and most of 
that unfenced, and the largest settlement is Kinlochewe 
(with a population in the hundreds) on the very eastern edge 
of the sheet. So little settlement is there, that Inverewe 
which is not on the map (and is 50 km from Kinlochewe) is 
included in the places of interest. 

This appearance of space on the map is further affected 
by the rights of way situation that pertains in Scotland. 
Whilst there are no rights of way shown on the face of the · 
map. the mountain ascent insets have purple dotted routes 
shown, but back this up with necessary verbal descriptions. 
This is not an area known to the reviewer, but having pored 
over it for the purposes of this review. it has confirmed three 
things. F1rstly, that it is an area that I am immensed attracted 
to- after all its very virtue is its remoteness. Secondly, that 
Harveys are continuing to produce finely researched and 
produced maps for walkers; and thirdly. that I still enjoy 
looking at maps for no other reason than that they are a fas
cinating portrait of the area that they depict. 

Three Peaks 
The Three Peaks area of Yorkshire is an area known to 

the reviewer. Reviewing this product caused me to make 
comparisons with two other maps that I have used over ape
riod of years - the Three Peaks footpath map & guide (2.5 
inches to the mile) produced by Stile Publications in 1979, 
and the OS Touring Map Guide (1 inch to the mile) from 
1992. It also brought to mind a moment from earlier days. 
when we had camped at Horton in Ribblesdale one New 
Years Eve. We came out of the pub after a convivial eve
ning to two shocks. Firstly. there was a large cave rescue 
going on (on New Year's Eve?). Instantly sobered by 
thoughts for the trapped person(s). we then had to use ice 
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axes to chip our way INTO our tents for the night. Oh happy 
days. · 

But enough of this reminiscience, back to the map. The 
Harveys Three Peaks map will be used by many people for 
planning and completing the Three Peaks Walk- a 22/23 
mile trek taking in Penyghent, Whernside and 
Ingleborough. However, there is more to the mapped area 
than that. The reverse of the map details some of this: the 
geology. four shorter walks, toursit information. The face 
of the map also covers Dentdale, Deepdale, Kingsdale and 
Widdale, and includes some of the fmest limestone pave
ments and caves in England. The depiction of the land cover 
- yellow for pasture, green for woodland and forest, and of 
the stone walls gives an excellent impression of the land
scape you will actually see. The rights of way information is 
shown by EIGHT different symbols in both blue and red. 
The two blue symbols - for other routes with public access 
and Long Distance Routes with public access - do tend to 
show up rather less well than any of the reds, particularly as 
the map necessarily has so many water features on the blue 
plate. The legend includes much useful navigational infor
mation such as field boundaries, forest rides and firebreaks. 
A mild inconvenience is that said legend is on the reverse 
and not the face of the map. 

As part of the review a comparison of the Harveys. 
Stile and OS maps was made for planning a further assault 
on the Three Peaks walk. There is not any real choice of 
routes between Whernside and Ingleborough, or 
lngleborough and Penyghent. However there is between 
Penyghent and Whernside. Going anti-clockwise off 
Penyghent there is in fact a variety of route choices. The OS 
map offers no hint of paths to help you. The Stile map shows 
two paths past Hunt Pot and Hull Pot respectively, which 
both end up at Jackdaw Hole. The Harveys map shows the 
reality, which is now an intermittent path NW over Red 
Moss, which is easily navigable with the help of the clearly 
shown field boundaries as guides. Another route choice is 
the crossing of Blea Moor if taking the path below Batty 
Moss (often called Ribblehead) viaduct. The map does not 
show a useful dry route from where the Nether Lodge route 
hits the B6255 to meet the main path. There is a route on the 
ground that goes almost due west via Great Scar, and skirts 
Runscar Hill, to meet the viaduct path just north of the last 
span of the viaduct, which Arthur Gemmell shows on the 
Stile map. 

Browsing the map brings up intriguing conundrums. 
One such is to wonder about the vast northeastern extension 
of lngleborough. that takes in Simon Fell and Park Fell. 
Many tramp the summit of lngleborough, but how many 
visit the latter two? The summit collections of peat hags and 
marshy ground respectively that are shown on the Harveys 
map probably give a clue to the answer, both facts which 
are not even hinted at on the OS map. This browsing also 
turned up a fabulous collection of place names on the face of 
the map- Boggarts Roaring Holes; Crina Bottom; God's 
Bridge; Humphrey Bottom; Wham; Spice Gill [two mnsi-: 
cal names indeed]; Little Snaizwold Fell; Boot of the Wold; 
and Goodly Bottom Sike. It is worth the cost of the map just 
to see names such as these gracing it. 
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Overall, two excellent maps that it will be a pleasure to 
field test, particularly the strength of the waterproof mate
rial that they are printed on. 

· Steve Chilton 

SOCIAL CARTOGRAPHY: MAPPING 
WAYS OF SEEING SOCIAL AND EDUCA
TIONAL CHANGE 
Edited by Rolland G.Paulston 

New York and London: Garland Publishing, 
1996. xxvi, 456 pp. ISBN 0 8153 1994 0 US 
$70.00 

Use of the terms "mapping" and "cartography" has be
come very fashionable in diverse fields of cultural, 
educational and literary studies. Knowledge, order, expla
nation and control are expressed in the m and c words, as an 
important part of a postmodern discourse. They are part of a 
coded language signifying membership of the 
post-structuralist elite, which excludes those practical souls 
whose concern is creation, rather than textual deconstruc
tion. Theory and clever difficult language are more 
important than creation and clarity. 

Paulston's Social Cartography is a recent example of 
this. trend, published with the aim of persuading readers that 
the art and science of 'mapping ways of seeing' is a valuable 
new technique for comparative studies. Put simply, why not 
map complex ideas so as to help people to compare them? 
The book is an edited multi-disciplinary work meandering 
around this proposition and comprising 19 chapters orga
nized into four main sections. Very few of these chapters 
are concerned with maps in the sense that most readers of 
the Bulletin understand the word. This is not a competitor 
for Szego's works about social mapping. Instead this book 
works with two very different notions of the map. It extols 
the virtues of 'diagrams' or 'maps' of social knowledge as a 
means of communicating ideas across a very wide variety 
of different discourses, whilst also being concerned with 
the mapping metaphor and spatial aspects of socially con
structed ideas. An uneasy tension exists between these two 
strands, paralleling tensions in modernity between modem
ism and postmodemism. Paulston and his eo-worker 
Liebman use the book to proselytize their vision for a pow
erful new tool, but they also seek to celebrate fashionable 
postmodern difference and a diversity of contested re
sponses to the idea. Ambitious, but confusing and very 
uneven. 

Paulston opens with. an attempt to justify the book, re
lating his personal experience to the resulting book layout. 
The first section of four chapters is entitled Mapping Imagi
nation, with contributions from Paulston and Liebman, 
Rust, Tumbull and Mouat. Some thought-provoking ideas 
from a diversity of viewpoints are presented here: 
Tumbull's chapter in particular is closely argued and, un
like most of the book, grounded in a rich appreciation of 
cartographic practice. The next block of chapters entitled 
Mapping Perspectives purports to illustrate different philo-
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sophical positions, from positivist traditions, bnmanism, 
cognitive studies and literary studies. Buttimer' s and Huff's 
contributions were previously published elsewhere and it is 
hard to see why they have been reprinted here. They draw 
upon very different fields from most of the rest of the book 
and are only poorly linked to key themes and debates. The 
following six chapters illustrate applications of social map
ping in gendered third world education, comparative 
academic professionalism, international development, edu
cational consultancies, environmental education and 
literary studies. A final section of five chapters is entitled 
Mapping Debates. Here the aim is a more reflexive interro
gation of the ideas established in earlier chapters. In 
practice I found this section a complete waste of time, with 
self indulgent posturing and very little real interrogation of 
the practical value of the methodology, with th~ useful ex
ception of Torres's afterthought chapter. An envoi 
concludes the work, in which Paulston returns to two key 
and contrasted mappings of the whole book. The first is a di
agrammatic reading of Harley' s ideas, rejected for i~ 
Cartesian orthodoxy, and the second an intertextual map
ping. 

I was unconvinced by the structure. The chapters rep
resent too diverse a range of approaches and disciplinary 
backgrounds to be neatly shoehomed into order. Throw the 
cards up in a different way and you could put many in com
pletely different sections. An earlier and more focused 
series of research reports, published by the University of 
Pittsburgh ·and upon which this book draws, provides a 
more persuasive justification of the method. 

The visualizations themselves are another problem. 
Paulston's cartography comprises simple diagrams, in 
which concepts are 'mapped' in relation to other concepts. 
No attempt is made to use any complex multidimensional 
representation, and paradoxically the graphical quality of 
the 'cartography' is often very poor. Surely a book advocat
ing a graphical method should pay attention to the graphi~s, 
and surely the interplay of ideas ought to be reflected With 
more sophistication? What would Edward Tufte make of 
these amateur attempts to persuade and clarify? I fear he 
would attack their pretension and their obfuscatory power, 
whilst bemoaning the lack of attention to style of expres
sion. The book would certainly have had a much greater 
metorical impact if it had been professionally designed, 
with more attention given to style of expression. 

Paulston also claims that a ludic mapping practice can 
help to subvert mapping's colonizing role under moderni~ 
and open a site of resistance in postmodemity. However his 
book fails to establish the totalizing power of conventional 
mapping, or to offer persuasive reasons why social cartog
raphy's new mappings might empower beyond the ivory 
tower of comparative educators . .Most of its contributors 
know almost nothing of cartography, in the sense that we 
use it, and no practitioners of cartography or graphic design 
have been drawn into the tangled web woven by Paulston. 
Yet cartographic ideas might have informed their work. A 
more thorough grounding in the visual, and less pretentious 
use of language might have resulted in a more powerful ar
gument. MacEachren' s ideas are clearly relevant but are 
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ignored and Tufte receives only an occasional citation. 
Very little reference is made to how and why visual repre
sentations of ideas actually work and many of Paulston' s 
contributors ignore the internal power of their own graphi
cal expression whilst failing to relate ideas to their 
representation and mapping. Paradoxically their maps 
sometimes appear to have a mimetic power and the words 
interpreting their meaning are privileged over other (possi
bly more valid) interpretations. Why set up heuristic 
diagrams if you fail to explain the concepts properly? Also 
the authors mostly take their mapping very seriously. 
Where's the fun, the wit, and the 'ludic' qualities apparently 
central to the whole idea? I'm afraid that my reading of this 
book was of mappings protected from critique, standing as 
rather boring modernist tools to be read according to the au
thors' sometimes inadequate keys. 

Whether many of the readers of SoC Bulletin will re
cognise the relevance of metaphorical and linguistic uses of 
mapping, or appreciate any significance in Paulston's so
cial cartography is a moot point. I doubt whether this book 
will be read by many outside of social cartography. 

Chris Perkins 

THE SHADOW OF THE MOON. BRITISH 
SOLAR ECLIPSE MAPPING IN THE EIGH
TEENTH CENTURY 
By Geoff Armitage 
Tring: Map Collector Publications, 1997. 48 pp, 
25 illustrations (5 in colour). ISBN 0 906430 17 8 
£22.00 

As PatrickMoore says in his foreword to this timely lit
tle book, ''Eclipses are among the most magnificent sights 
in all Nature". In this century there will have been only two 
total solar eclipses, in 1927 and 1999, and the hype sur
rounding the forthcoming one is only slightly diminished 
by the impending end of the Millennium. We should there
fore look back with more modest astonishment from our 
enlightened age to the eighteenth century, in which there 
were five eclipses, albeit two were only annular or rimmed 
with light, and in addition, two more were partial. This was 
a century, moreover, when hellfire and damnation, and sun
dry other threats and promises, were still seen by 
demagogues as reflected in these apparent acts of the devil. 

By the eighteenth century, Edmund Halley had, for the 
first time, established sufficiently accurate tables for astro
nomic prediction of eclipses to be made. Although in his 
first portrayal of the 1715 track he was some twenty miles 
out, he was only four minutes out in time. This was the start 
of a new sort of thematic mapping which commanded com
petitive involvement of academic mathematicians as well 
as commercial mapmakers. Armitage gives a lively and 
well illustrated account of the events of this ''Golden Age" 
in eighteenth cenmry Britain, France and Germany, as well 
as briefly reporting the later developments in the following 
two centuries. 
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Although this work is ostensibly aimed at specialized 
map collectors, it is exactly the sort of research by a mem
ber of the British Library Map Library staff that I envisaged 
as worthy of publication by the British Library in my review 
(SoC Bulletin, 29; 32-33) of the dubiously named The 
British Library companion to maps and mapping. 
Three-quarters of the illustrations are in this case at least 
from the British Library. 

lanMumford 

DICTIONARY OF LAND SURVEYORS 
AND LOCAL MAP-MAKERS OF GREAT 
BRITAIN AND IRELAND 1530-1850 
Edited by Sarah Bendall 

London: The British Library, 1997. 2nd edition, 
2 volumes, £75.00 hardback. ISBN 0 7123 4558 
2 (Voll), ISBN 0712345590 (Volll), ISBN 07123 
45094 (Set) 

Peter Eden's original Dictionary of land surveyors and 
local cartographers ... 1550-1850 produced 1975-9 has 
been a great stand-by for almost twenty years. Now comes 
a greatly expanded and more substantial second edition ed
ited this time by Sarah Bendall and published in two 
volumes by The British Library. As a reference work in this 
field it will surely have an even longer shelf-life. 

The case for a new edition is reflected in the number of 
new entries. Writing in 1979, Peter Eden said "The imme
diate task I set myself [of about 10,000 entries] is in one 
sense completed and further additions and corrections are 
unlikely to justify fresh publication for some years to come. 
The forecast I made three or four years ago seems notfaroff 
the mark, although I now feel that the theoretically recover
able total might be below, rather than above 15,000." 
Twenty years later how right he was. Sarah Bendall and her 
'team', if the many contributors and personal communica
tors may be so-called, have raised the figure to 13,744 for 
the slightly extended time period 1530-1850. The bio
graphical entries supported by references to printed sources 
and to repositories which supplied information fill the 578 
pages of Volume Two. Of necessity the entries are abbrevi
ated and to unlock the code you must turn back to Volume 
One. (It is unfortunate that the five-page guide to the use of 
the Dictionary was not also included at the beginning of 
Volume Two). 

Even without the second volume, parts of the first are 
important contributions in their own right to the histOiy of 
this particular branch of cartography. Sarah Bendall has 
written an excellent general account of land surveying and 
map production, drawing not only upon her own detailed 
knowledge of the .estate maps of Cambridgeshire but also 
on the expertise of many workers elsewhere. There are 
fourteen nicely produced colour plates and, within her sur
vey, a series of maps and frequency curves charts the 
number of surveyors who began work at various times dur
ing the three centuries and the counties in which they 
worked. There follows a summary table, intriguing in its 
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details, of the characteristics of the surveyors including 
their occupations and the types of map which they pro
duced. In other indices, further details are supplied of the 
first appearance of individuals in the records, the places in 
which they lived and practised and ~e characteristics of 
their maps. Also included are almost fifty pages of refer
ences to printed sources; at roughly twenty five entries to a 
page this means a bibliography of approximately 1,250 
items, which must surely be the most comprehensive on 
British and Irish surveyors and map-makers to date. Vol
ume One concludes with a lengthy and useful General 
Index. · 

There is an immense amount of information in this new 
edition at an impressive level of accuracy. The comprehen
sive indexing and cross-referencing will be a boon to those 
who want to track down an individual and his work and/or 
to find out more about local surveying and map-making in 
particularareas. PeterEdencanbejusdyproudofwherehis 
original work has led and we, as users and despite the price, 
grateful for anim.menselyvaluablenewwork of reference. 

Robin Glasscock 

CORRECTION 
There was an error in the review of Arthur Alien's book 

Maths for Map Makers in the last issue of the Bulletin The 
diagram on p40 had some of the formulae inconecdy set. It 
should have read as follows: 

SUMMARY OF FORMULAE 

4 = *bcsinA (6.1) 

D = x,.ys- XBJA (6.4) 

continued ........ . 

Apologies to all concerned. 
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